Create Switzerland

The high tech Swiss Entrepreneurship program

www.startupcafe.ch

remi.walbaum@createswitzerland.ch
Create Switzerland’s objective is to increase the viability and growth rate of high tech enterprises in Switzerland.
Create Switzerland offers courses for two major audiences:

Engineers, graduates, Ph.D.s: in Universities at EPF Lausanne, ETH Zurich University of Geneva in Business School St. Gallen

- Number of participants in 2002: 158
- Number of participants in 2003: 210

Entrepreneurs in activity: Intensive 7-day-program covering essential aspects for successful entrepreneurship.

- Number of participants in 2002: 70
- Number of participants in 2003: 74

Faculty:

Create Switzerland has 4 faculty members in education and research. All courses are taught by entrepreneurs. The courses cover 16 different topics.
Roundtable on Entrepreneurship Education - Program Highlights -
Recap of our Methodology

**Train**
- Academia-based program for students
  - 14-Week Intro Course
  - SHS Program

**Advise**
- MBA in Entrepreneurship
- Advisory Service (one-on-one focused sessions)

**Network**
- StartupCafe, VC Day, Alumni Org, Events

**Program for active entrepreneurs**
- intensive 7-Day-Program called Fast Track
  + 1-Day Workshops
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